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The state of the dark energy equation of state
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By combining data from seven cosmic microwave background experiments~including the latest WMAP
results! with the Hubble parameter measurement from the Hubble space telescope and luminosity measure-
ments of type Ia supernovae, we demonstrate the bounds on the dark energy equation of statewQ to be
21.45,wQ,20.74 at the 95% confidence level. Although our limit onwQ is improved with respect to
previous analyses, cosmological data do not rule out the possibility that the equation of state parameterwQ of
the dark energyQ is less than21. We present a tracking model that ensureswQ<21 at recent times and
discuss the observational consequences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is now a growing body of evidence that the evo
tion of the universe may be dominated by a dark ene
componentQ, with the present-day energy density fractio
VQ.2/3 @1#. Although a true cosmological constantL may
be responsible for the data, it is also possible that a dyna
cal mechanism is at work. One candidate to explain the
servations is a slowly rolling dynamical scalar ‘‘quinte
sence’’ field @2–4#. Another possibility, known as ‘‘k
essence’’@5–8#, is a scalar field with noncanonical kinet
terms in the Lagrangian. Dynamical dark energy mod
such as these, and others@9–11#, have an equation of stat
wQ[pQ /rQ that varies with time compared to that of a co
mological constant, which remains fixed atwQ5L521.
Thus, observationally distinguishing time variation in t
equation of state or findingwQ different from21 will rule
out a pure cosmological constant as an explanation for
data, but will be consistent with a dynamical solution.

In recent years many analyses of several cosmolog
data sets have been produced in order to constrainwQ ~see,
e.g.,@12# and references therein!. In these analyses the cas
of a wQ constant with redshift in the rangewQ>21 was
considered. The assumption of a constantwQ is based on
several considerations. First of all, since both the lumino
ties and angular distances~which are the fundamental cos
mological observables! depend onwQ through multiple inte-
grals, they are not particularly sensitive to variations ofwQ
with the redshift~see, e.g.,@13,12#!. Therefore, with current
data, no strong constraints can be placed on the redshif
pendence ofwQ . Second, for most of the dynamical mode
on the market, the assumption of a piecewise-constant e
tion of state is a good approximation for an unbiased de
mination of the effective equation of state@14#,

weff;
E wQ~a!VQ~a!da

E VQ~a!da

, ~1!
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predicted by the model. Hence, if the present data are c
patible with a constantwQ521, it may not be possible to
discriminate between a cosmological constant and a dyna
cal dark energy model.

The limitation towQ.21, on the contrary, is a theoret
cal consideration motivated, for example, by imposing
matter~for positive energy densities! the null energy condi-
tion, which states thatTmnNmNn.0 for all null four-vectors
Nm. Such energy conditions are often demanded in orde
ensure the stability of the theory. However, theoretical
tempts to obtainwQ,21 have been considered@9,10,15–
17#, while a careful analysis of their potential instabilitie
has been performed in@18#.

Moreover, Maoret al. @19# have recently shown that on
may construct a model with a specificz-dependentwQ(z)
>21, in which the assumption of constantwQ in the analy-
sis can lead to an estimated valueweff,21. This further
illustrates the necessity of extending dark energy analyse
values ofwQ,21.

In this paper we combine constraints from a variety
observational data to determine the currently allowed ra
of values for the dark energy equation of state param
wQ . The data used here come from six recent cosmic mic
wave background~CMB! experiments, from the power spec
trum of large scale structure in the 2dF 100k galaxy reds
survey, from luminosity measurements of type Ia superno
~SN-Ia! @1# and from the Hubble space telescope~HST! mea-
surements of the Hubble parameter.

Our analysis method and our data sets are very simila
those used in a recent work by Hannestad and Mortsell@20#.
We will compare our results with those derived in this earl
paper in the conclusions.

In the next section, we demonstrate the plausibility
wQ,21 by presenting a class of theoretical models
which this result may be obtained explicitly. In our model t
equation of state parameter is approximately piecewise c
stant and hence provides a specific example of a mo
which would fit the data described in the remainder of t
paper. The methods used to obtain combined constraint
the dark energy equation of state are described in Sec.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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Our likelihood analysis is presented in Sec. IV and our su
mary and conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. A MODEL WITH wQËÀ1

It is a simple exercise to show that a conventional sca
field Lagrangian density cannot yield an equation of st
parameterwQ,21. There are, however, a number of wa
in which the Lagrangian can be modified to makewQ,21
possible. For example, one may reverse the sign of the
netic terms, leading to interesting cosmological and part
physics behavior@15–18#.

Let us motivate the study ofwQ,21 cosmologies by
describing a class of models in which such evolution aris
The model we consider is very much in the spirit ofk es-
sence@6,7#. Comments on the similarities and differenc
between the two are briefly discussed at the end of this
tion. We would like to be clear that, as we use them he
such Lagrangians are constructed to givewQ,21. How-
ever, the noncanonical structure of these models can aris
string theory@21#.

Consider a theory of a real scalar fieldf, assumed to be
homogeneous, with a noncanonical kinetic energy term.
Lagrangian density is

L5 f ~f!g~X!2V~f!, ~2!

where f (f),g(X) are positive semidefinite functions,V(f)
is a potential, andX[ḟ2/2. The energy-momentum tenso
for this field is straightforward to calculate and yields t
usual perfect fluid form with pressurep and energy densityr
given by

p5L5 f ~f!g~X!2V~f!, ~3!

r5F2X
dg~X!

dX
2g~X!G f ~f!1V~f!. ~4!

Thus, definingwf[p/r, one obtains

wf5
g~X! f ~f!2V~f!

@2Xdg~X!/dX2g~X!# f ~f!1V~f!
. ~5!

If the Lagrangian~2! is to yield wf,21 then Eq.~5! im-
plies

g8~X!,0, ~6!

where g8(X)[dg(X)/dX and we have usedf (f)>0 and
X>0. We therefore require thatg(X) be a strictly monotoni-
cally decreasing function. It is interesting to note in pass
that, providedf (f) is positive semidefinite, the functiona
forms of f (f) andV(f) play no role in determining whethe
wf is less than or greater than21.

However, a constraint involving the potential does ar
from the requirement that the energy density of the the
satisfyr.0. This yields

g~X!22Xg8~X!,
V~f!

f ~f!
. ~7!
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A necessary condition that the theory be stable is that
speed of sound off be positive@22# ~see@18# for a detailed
stability analysis of models withwQ,21). This yields

cs
2[

]p

]r
5

p,X

r ,X
5

g8~X!

g8~X!12Xg9~X!
.0, ~8!

where the subscriptX denotes a partial derivative with re
spect toX. Since we have already specifiedg8(X),0 this
may be written as

g9~X!,2
g8~X!

2X
. ~9!

Notice the difference between this class of models and
k-essence family in terms of the potentialV(f) and the con-
straints placed on the functionsg(X) and f (f).

Let us illustrate these constraints with a simple exam
g(X)5e2aX, with a.0. This function trivially satisfies the
constraints~6!, ~9!. The constraint~7! then yields

V~f!

f ~f!
.~2aX11!e2aX. ~10!

In the asymptotic regions this becomesV/ f .0 asX→` and
V/ f .1 asX→0. This may be satisfied without a particular
large potential by arranging an appropriately behavedf (f),
since Eq.~7! constrains only the ratioV/ f , making fine-
tuning issues less severe.

Let us now assume a~flat! Friedmann-Robertson-Walke
~FRW! ansatz for the space-time metric

ds252dt21a~ t !2dxW2, ~11!

with a(t) the scale factor. The resulting Einstein equatio
then become the Friedmann equation

H2[S ȧ

a
D 2

5
8pG

3
r ~12!

and the acceleration equation

ä

a
52

4pG

3
~r13p!. ~13!

One then solves these equations along with those for
scalar field. In the case ofk essence withwQ.21 it has
been shown@5–7# that tracking behavior can be obtained
This means that, for a wide range of initial conditions, t
energy density of the fieldf naturally evolves so as to trac
the energy density in matter, providing some insight in
why dark energy domination began only recently in cosm
history. In our model, in which we have included a potent
for f and are in the regimewQ,21, the analysis become
somewhat more involved. Nevertheless, it can be shown
tracking behavior persists. However, as in all rolling sca
models, some fine-tuning remains, since one must ensure
right amount of dark energy density today.
9-2
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III. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS: METHOD

We restrict our analysis to flat models, for which the e
fects of dark energy withwQ>21 on the angular powe
spectrum of the CMB anisotropies have been carefully a
lyzed ~see, e.g.,@12# and references therein!. The main effect
of changing the value ofwQ on the CMB anisotropies is to
introduce a shift by a linear factorR in the l-space positions
of the acoustic peaks in the angular power spectrum@23#.
This shift is given by

R5A~12VQ!y, ~14!

where

y5E
0

zdec dz

A~12VQ!~11z!31VQ~11z!3(11wQ)
.

~15!

In order to illustrate this effect, we plot in Fig. 1 a set
theoretical power spectra, computed assuming a stan
cosmological model with the relative density in cold da
matterVCDMh250.12, that in baryonsVbh250.022, with
Hubble parameterh50.69 but withwQ varied in the range
(24,20.5). It is clear that decreasingwQ shifts the power
spectrum toward smaller angular scalesu; l 21.

In considering the CMB power spectrum, it is importa
to note that there is some degeneracy among the pos
choices of cosmological parameters~see, for example,@48#!.
First of all, the shift produced by a change inwQ can easily
be compensated by a change in the curvature. However
generacies still exist even when we restrict our considera
to flat models. To emphasize this we plot in Fig. 2 so
degenerate spectra, obtained by keepingVbh2, VMh2, and
R fixed, in a flat universe. In practice, in order to preser
the shape of the spectrum while decreasingwQ , one has to
increaseVQ . For flat models, one must therefore decrea
VM and, sinceVMh2 must be constant, increaseh. There-

FIG. 1. The effect of varyingwQ on the Cosmic Background
Explorer– ~COBE-!normalized CMB angular power spectru
and present CMB data. Since the shift of the power spectrum
proportional toR,, the discrepancy is more important for high
values of,.
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fore, even if the CMB spectra are degenerate, combining
CMB information with priors onVM andh can be extremely
helpful in boundingwQ .

On large angular scales the time-varying Newtonian
tential after decoupling generates CMB anisotropies thro
the integrated Sachs-Wolfe~ISW! effect. This is clearly seen
in Fig. 2 and is more pronounced for more negative value
wQ . The effect depends not only on the value ofwQ but also
on its variation with redshift. However, this is difficult t
disentangle from other cosmological effects.

In all our analysis we will neglect perturbations in th
dark energy component. The reasons for this simplificat
are twofold. On the one hand we prefer our analysis to
main as model independent as possible, so that the re
obtained here are not affected by the choice of a partic
dark energy model. The study of the perturbations in parti
lar quintessential models goes beyond the scope of this
per. On the other hand, this approximation is also satisfie
a broad class of models and it is not completely straightf
ward to conclude that the inclusions of perturbations, wh
consistent with general relativity, would yield a better a
proximation for a particular model of dark energy. As a
example, in Fig. 3, we plot the CMB power spectra forw
520.8 computed with and without assuming adiabatic p
turbations in the dark energy fluid as in@24#. As we can see,
since dark energy dominates the overall density only w
after recombination, the major effects are only on very la
scales. We found that the inclusion of perturbations has
relevant effect on our results for models withw.21 where
the computations of the perturbations are meaningful.

In order to boundwQ , we consider a template of fla
adiabatic,Q-CDM models computed withCMBFAST @25#. We
sample the relevant parameters as follows:VCDMh2

50.01, . . . ,0.40 in steps of 0.01,Vbh250.001, . . . ,0.040 in
steps of 0.001,VQ50.0, . . .,0.95 in steps of 0.05, andwQ
523.0, . . . ,20.4 in steps of 0.05. Note that, once we ha
fixed these parameters, the value of the Hubble constan

is

FIG. 2. Degenerate CMB power spectra. The models are c
puted assuming flatness (V tot5VM1VQ51). On large angular
scales the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect breaks the degenerac
highly negative values ofwQ . In general, the degeneracy of th
spectra can be broken with a strong prior onh or on VM .
9-3
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FIG. 3. Effect of including perturbations in
the dark energy fluid with a constant equation
state in the CMB power spectrum. Since dark e
ergy dominates at late redshifts, the effect
present only on large angular scales.
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not an independent parameter, since it is determined thro
the flatness condition. We adopt the conservative top
bound 0.45,h,0.85.

We allow for a reionization of the intergalactic mediu
by varying the Compton optical depth parametertc over the
rangetc50.05, . . . ,0.40 in steps of 0.05.

For the CMB data we use the recent temperature
cross polarization results from the WMAP satellite@26# us-
ing the method explained in@27# and the publicly available
code on the LAMBDA Collaboration website. We furthe
include the results from the BOOMERanG-98@28#, DASI
@29#, MAXIMA-1 @30#, CBI @31#, VSAE @32#, and Archeops
@33# experiments by using the publicly available correlati
matrices and window functions. We consider 7%, 10%, 4
5%, 3.5%, and 5% Gaussian distributed calibration errors
the Archeops, BOOMERanG-98, DASI, MAXIMA-1, VSA
and CBI experiments, respectively, and include the beam
certainties using the analytical marginalization method p
sented in@34#. The likelihoodL for a given theoretical mode
is defined by

22 lnL5~CB
th2CB

ex!MBB0~CB0
th

2CB0
ex

!, ~16!

whereMBB0 is the Gaussian curvature of the likelihood m
trix at the peak andCB is the theoretical or experimenta
signal in the bin@35#.

In addition to the CMB data we also consider the re
space power spectrum of galaxies in the 2dF 100k gal
redshift survey using the data and window functions of
analysis of Tegmarket al. @36#. To compute the likelihood
function L 2dF for the 2dF survey we evaluatepi5P(ki),
whereP(k) is the theoretical matter power spectrum andki
are the 49k values of the measurements in@36#. Therefore,

22 lnL 2dF5(
i

@Pi2~Wp! i #
2

dPi
2

, ~17!

wherePi anddPi are the measurements and correspond
error bars andW is the reported 27349 window matrix. We
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restrict the analysis to a range of scales over which the fl
tuations are assumed to be in the linear regimek
,0.1h21 Mpc). When combining with the CMB data, w
marginalize over a biasb considered to be an additional fre
parameter.

We also incorporate constraints obtained from the lum
nosity measurements of type Ia supernovae~SN-Ia!. In doing
this, note that the observed apparent bolometric lumino
mB is related to the luminosity distancedL , measured in
Mpc, by mB5M15 logdL(z)125, whereM is the absolute
bolometric magnitude. Note also that the luminosity distan
is sensitive to the cosmological evolution through an integ
dependence on the Hubble factor

dL5~11z!E
0

z

dz8
1

H~z8,VQ ,VM ,wq!
. ~18!

We evaluate the likelihoods assuming a constant equatio
state, such that

H2~z!5H0
2(

a
Va~11z!(313wa), ~19!

where the subscripta labels different components of th
cosmological energy budget. The luminositymeff predicted
from the observations is then calculated by calibration w
low-z supernovae observations for which the Hubble relat
dL'H0cz is obeyed. We calculate the likelihoodL SN using
the relation

L SN5L0expF2
x2~VQ ,VM ,wQ!

2 G , ~20!

whereL0 is an arbitrary normalization andx2 is evaluated
using the observations of@1# and marginalizing overH0.
Finally, we also consider the 1s constraint on the Hubble
parameter,h50.7160.07, obtained from Hubble space tel
scope measurements@37#.
9-4
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IV. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS: RESULTS

Table I shows the 2s constraints onwQ in a flat universe
for different combinations of priors, obtained after margin
izing over all remaining parameters.

It is clear thatwQ is poorly constrained from CMB dat
alone, even when the strong prior on the Hubble param
from HST, h50.7160.07, is assumed. Adding a big ban
nucleosynthesis prior,Vbh250.02060.005, has a small ef
fect on the CMB1HST result. Adding SN-Ia data breaks th
CMB VM-wQ degeneracy and improves the limits onwQ ,
yielding 21.45,wQ,20.74. Finally, including data from
the 2dF survey further breaks the degeneracy, giv
21.38,wQ,20.82 at 2s. However, it is important to state
clearly all the caveats about including the 2dF data set: s
we have not considered perturbations in our analysis,
constraint can be safely applied only to models in which
effect on structure development is small. However, we
clude this result for comparison with recent similar analy
~see, e.g.,@38#!.

Also reported in Table I are the constraints onVM . The
combined data suggest the presence of dark energy with
significance, even if one considers only CMB1HST data.

It is interesting to project our likelihood onto th
(VM ,wQ) plane. In Fig. 4 we plot the likelihood contours
the (VM ,wQ) plane from our joint analyses of CMB
1HST-Ia1HST12dF data. As we can see, there is stro
supporting evidence for dark energy. A cosmological co
stant withwQ521 is in good agreement with all the da
and the most recent CMB results improve the constra
from previous and similar analyses~see, e.g.,@20#!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have provided new constraints on
dark energy equation of state parameterwQ by combining
recent cosmological data sets. We find21.45,wQ,20.74
at the 95% confidence level, with a best-fit modelVM
50.32 andwQ521.09. A cosmological constant is a goo
fit to the data. When comparison is possible~i.e., restricting
consideration to similar priors and data sets!, our analysis is
compatible with other recent analyses ofwQ ~e.g., see
@38,39,12# and references therein!; however, our lower

TABLE I. Constraints onwQ and VM512VQ using different
priors and data sets. We always assume flatness and that the a
the universet0.10 Gyr. The 2s limits are found from the 2.5%
and 97.5% integrals of the marginalized likelihood. The HST pr
is h50.7160.07, while for the big-bang nucleosynthesis BB
prior we use the conservative boundVbh250.02060.005.

CMB1HST 21.65,wQ,20.54
0.19,VM,0.43

CMB1HST1BBN 21.61,wQ,20.57
0.20,VM,0.42

CMB1HST1SN-Ia 21.45,wQ,20.74
0.21,VM,0.36

CMB1HST1SN-Ia12dF 21.38,wQ,20.82
0.22,VM,0.35
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bound onwQ is much tighter than the one recently report
in @20#. In particular, we found that the CMB1HST data set
can already provide an interesting lower limit onwQ , while
in @20# no constraint was obtained. Part of the discrepan
can be explained by our updated CMB data set with the n
Archeops, Boomerang, CBI, VSA, and, mostly, WMAP r
sults. However, our CMB power spectra in Fig. 1 are
disagreement with the same spectra plotted in Fig. 2 of@20#
where the dependence onwQ seems limited only to the large
scale ISW term.

In the rangew.21 our results are in very good agre
ment with those reported by Spergelet al. @38#, which uses a
different analysis method based on a Monte Carlo Mark
chain and a slightly different CMB data set.

We found that including models withw,21 does not
significantly affect the results obtained under the assump
of w.21. In this respect, our findings are a useful comp
ment to those presented in@38#.

As in @38# and in most previous similar analyses, the co
straints obtained here have been obtained under severa
sumptions: the equation of state is redshift independent;
perturbations in the dark energy fluid are negligible and/or
sound speed never differs from unity in a significant way
is important to note that our results apply only to mod
well described by these approximations.

We have also demonstrated that, even by applying
most current constraints on the dark energy equation of s
parameterwQ , there is much uncertainty in its value. Inte
estingly, there remains the possibility that it may lie in t
region wQ,21. To illustrate this we have provided a sp

e of

r

FIG. 4. Likelihood contours in the (VM ,wQ) plane for the joint
CMB1HST1SN-Ia12dF analysis described in the text. We ta
the best-fit values for the remaining parameters. The contours
respond to 0.32, 0.05, and 0.01 of the peak value of the likeliho
which are the 68%, 95%, and 99% confidence levels, respectiv
Also plotted are the likelihood contours from type-Ia supernov
alone.
9-5
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cific model in whichwQ,21 is attained, and which satisfie
the assumption thatwQ is approximately piecewise constan
as used in the data analysis. However, it remains to be se
models yieldingw,21 can arise naturally from fundamen
tal physics, and if so how they might avoid existing theor
ical constraints@18#. Nevertheless, the observation of a co
ponent to the cosmic energy budget withwQ,21 would
naturally have significant implications for fundamental phy
ics. Further, depending on the asymptotic evolution ofwQ ,
the fate of the observable universe@40–43# may be dramati-
cally altered, perhaps resulting in an instability of the spa
time @18# or a future singularity.

If we are to understand definitively whether dark energy
dynamical, and if so, whether it is consistent withwQ less
than or greater than21, we will need to bring the full array
of cosmological techniques to bear on the problem. An
portant contribution to this effort will be provided by dire
searches for supernovae at both intermediate and high
shifts @44#. Other, ground-based observations@45# will allow
s

et

s

y

y

rd

in
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complementary analyses, including weak gravitational le
ing @46# and large scale structure surveys@47# to be per-
formed.

At present, however, the data remain consistent with b
a pure cosmological constantL and with dynamic classe
of models @2–7,11#, as well as with these more exoti
possibilities.
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